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Re: Worst of PVCC 

Dby tronkus » 25 Sep 2014, 17:30 

PHEW | made it all the way to the bottom without seeing one of my garbage posts. 

But you know if you guys actually dug through my stupid post history for some shit | wouldn't mind because | love you and | know you love me too 

Also is there room for one more on the “kapake is Subhuman Garbage” train? 

Also | thought Newgrounds legions stuff was dead for years. 

The Big Lebowski was & Shite Movie 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {fauoTe: 
Dy TIPBT» 25 Sep 2014, 17:34 

Btw what's up with idiots from Britain being called Ben 

Re: Worst of PVCC YY {favors 

Dy TIPBr 25 Sep 2014, 17:35 

‘My 700th post was that 

Nice 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {fovore 

Dy dan » 25 Sep 2014, 17:37 

66 Braindawe wrote: 
Van drivers here are usually tradesmen who steal a living by charging the Earth to do a shitty job while sloppily attempting to chat up the occupant of the house if she's a woman. Juxtaposed to the cheeky chappy bullshit they try to pull 
outside of the van, they're usually aggressive on the road because they want to drive irresponsibly; there are only so many hours in the day but so many people to rip off, 

Taxi drivers are also unsafe, not because they bully anyone, but because they just don't give a shit. They drift over lanes, straddle markings and reverse out of minor roads into main ones even if youre coming down that very road at speed. 
‘They aren't in any particular hurry though because theyll charge their passengers whatever they deem fit in the end. 

Bus drivers vary. If they're working for a smaller business they're fine but if they/re driving for a big company, they rush about because theyre on a tight schedule. The latest batch of drivers that have been hired are fucking retarded. Ive seen 
some charge around with the doors open 

Foreigners here (particularly Eastern Europeans and Asians) just can't drive for shit. They crawl along, hog middle lanes and just appear to be lost all the time even if they\ve lived here all their lives. if they're Indian/Pakistani/Saudi etc, there 
tends to be about six of them packed into a fucking Kia lke a tin of sardines. Add to the fact that most of these fuckers don't pay car insurance or even hold a full icence and if you pull them up to tell them that, the shack is such that they 
suddenly can't speak or understand English. It comes flooding back when they're denied state benefit, though. 

‘As for chays (our version of white trash)... well. theyre chavs and think that by taking an old Corsa and taking the muffler off, they're srs bsnss. They can't even pimp/rice/whatever their cars properly. One modification | saw had the wheels 
on the front about 5 inches in diameter less than the ones in the back so that it looked like a fucking tractor. Another, parked outside KFC, had been sprayed black by the same aerosols used for common graffiti and the wheel trims/hub caps 
painted blue with emulsion. | was gaping in horror at it and the owner was sat in the driver seat nodding his head to some rap shite in the car w fixing me with a, "yeeeeah, you're so wet for me right now, | know” look. 

So, uh.. yeeeah. Drivers. Shite, most of them but that's because a lot of them have such weak characters that they have to try to identify themselves by how and what they drive while being a tough guy in an environment in which they feel 
invincible. if they were tough guys outside of the car, fd not be as bothered by it, but people are generally pussies. 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 ‘ouore: 
Dby kay » 25 Sep 2014, 17:59 

66 Da_Nuke wrote: 

66 BrainDawg wrote: 
If they're Indian/Pakistani/Saudi etc, there tends to be about six of them packed into a fucking Kia like a tin of sardines. 

Actually, the reason why the Tata Nano was designed is because its safer to ram six Hindus inside a car than stacking six Hindus on a scooter. 

Re: Worst of PVCC 
By Leiter » 25 Sep 2014, 19129 

alright im sorry i know this was so last page but seriously (emphasis mine): 

66 Echo wrote: 
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{ think this phrasing says a LOT about this person. i dont even remember this guy but eeeugh. 

Image 

RY GOOD LISTENER 
) (The Fish) 

Re: Worst of PVCC 
Bby hot jughead » 25 Sep 2014, 19:37 

{i remember echo being a pedophile creep but { forgot the furry part so those posts were illuminating 

hot jughead 
THE BIG BAD BOOTY DADDY 

Everything is EVIL Se. 
au 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {fquore 

Dy wood » 25 Sep 2014, 23:02 

AHAHAHA that BrainDawg post and the ensuing attempt to defend it. Man alive | almost forgot about that shitfucker. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply + ia 
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Bm 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {Su0re) 
Bby LeiLei » 25 Sep 2014, 23:46 

66 troco wrote: 
PHEW | made it all the way to the bottom without seeing one of my garbage posts. 

man i was gonna say id like to think i havent made THAT much of an ass of myself on pvcc but easily one of the first things i thought of was that post i made way back when i was leaving the forum because of a shortage of chris content 
and augh and what was i even thinking 
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‘{SauoTe Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dby PickleSuitFTW » 26 Sep 2014, 02:03 

Thanks for staying, LeiLei. The content you really wanted was right in front of you all along. (audience makes an “awwww" sound) 

| completely forgot/never heard of Echo and BrainDawg. But Jesus Christ. When | was reading the BrainDawg post, I guessed they were British because they said “chappy.” So when I was reading the taxi driver part, | was just waiting for 
them to start whining about Arabs. | was pleasantly surprised when they didn't mention anything in that paragraph. But then | kept reading. 

‘As for terrible posts, here's a thread full of them. Rach rewrites the lyrics to a David Tanny song to make it about Nazi concentration camps, which is bad enough on its own. But what's really jarring is the reaction of many other people in 
the thread, 

Three years later, | posted about that parody being the subject of an edit war on Encyclopedia Dramatica. However, | always had the question in the back of my mind of how it got there, since it was first posted here where few people 
could see it. | thought that RachmaniovDESU had posted it on ED of his own volition. Anyways, Sullys response in that thread is 

6 Anthony Sullivan wrote: 
LOL HITLER XD I WILL KEEP DOING THIS UNTIL YOU SAY ITS FUNNY 

3 years earlier, when it was originally posted. 

6 Anthony Sullivan wrote: 
At first | sighed hard because Rach with a Nazi thread, hi, what a refreshing gimmick you haven't beaten to death at all, bravo. 

Then I read it an ya did alright, kid, Ya did alright. It’s completely tasteless but given you're covering David Tanny | can't deduct points for that. 

I'd be cool with this finding its way into the ED article. 

(66 Tusken Raider wrote: 
THIS IS GOING IN THE PAGE SOON 

Glubbing: Was Way More 



Fun In the Old Days 

re-yoga; keep rolling it up, and living! 

Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dy Deano > 25 Sep 2014, 134 

‘Midway through the Liquid saga, Megaman has a request of Liquid and Gen 

66 Megaman wrot 
Request: | want to see Chris ery. 

Extracting rage from the manchild is like finding coal in a coal mine, but his tears our precious diamonds. 

Tm going through a bit of a rough patch in real tife, Chris’ tears will ease my suffering. 

and a little later, it happened: 

66 Megaman wrote: 
I really can't say enough about this. For months | have been in a slump. I privately asked Gen for one thing. 

‘Make Chris Cry. 

She did it. She did it for me, she did it for all of us, and she did it for herself. 

God, if anyone deserves to see Chris in misery, it’s her. Chris has put her through so much. I honestly hope he never recovers from this (although, knowing Chris, he will). He deserves to feel like this every day for the next 2B years. 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {favors 
Dy wood » 26 Sep 4, 03:15 

Thaven't been able to find it yet, but there was a post somewhere about Megaman tying Chris to a chair and beating the shit out of him or breaking his stuff in front of him which was pretty wow inducing, 

conds ago NIGHTFALCON 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {fouore 

Bby Deano 

66 tuckinstupid wrote: 
haven't been able to find it yet, but there was a post somewhere about Megaman tying Chris to a chair and beating the shit out of him or breaking his stuff in front of him which was pretty wow inducing 

Was it this? 

66 Megaman wrote: 
had a dream that | had him tied to a chair and was asking him endless questions. He just sat there bawling like a little bitch, so | brought in his PS3 and started deleting all his savegames and content. 

Time. 

His screams were delicious, 

He finaly cracked when | brought in his old Genesis and threatened to delete all his Sonic 3 saves, 

soos 

Re: Worst of PVCC Y ‘fauore 
Diby Deano » 26 Sep 2014, 05:01, 

‘Megaman’s 4th of July post was incredible but it gets better with a little context from beforehand. 

The setup 

66 Megaman wrot 
So | thought this could be a nifty thread idea, or a terrible one, If there's some simple project that's not trolling related, request help here. 

For example: 

want to throw a little potluck get-together for the 4th of July at my house. I need to make a flier so | can post it in the common area and get people to come. 

I'm going to buy some fireworks and provide hotdogs. Id like housemates to bring an item. Its on the 4th, after 6pm. 

Suggestions on the flyer? Is someone bored enough to do it for me? 

‘The heightened expectations: 

66 Megaman wrote: 
CorporalTunnel Presents: Fourth of July, The Dark of the Moon. 

Thanks for your help guys, Im going with billies flyer. It will get me laid. Im sure of it. 

The inevitable failure: 

66 Megaman wrote: 
| was just told by all my housemates that no one is planning on attending my Fourth of July potluck. 

None of them bothered to come and tell me, I found out by accident. 
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Whenever | try to do something to improve my situation, | get smacked down, hard. 

Now Ive got a refrigerator full of hotdogs. Im going to eat them all and get fat. 

So for the nth year in a row Im going to be the guy who walks aut side of his house, lights a single firework, watches it alone, and then goes back inside and spends the rest of the night on the internet. 

No fuck it, I give up. Im not even doing the pathetic single sparkler thing this year. Im going to spend the rest of the money I saved for the party on fucking video games, because that's really all | do anymore anyways. 

‘The "maybe there's a reason everyone suddenly had other plans” epilogue: 

66 Megaman wrote: 
I'm more inclined to take SteveSteve's advice. There was plenty of planning and advance notice. | had talked to them all about it far before they fliers went up. As for me being “new” in the house, well the whole p 
to be the icebreaker so | could get to know everyone. 

of this event was suppose 

Hotdogs are for fat fucks or cold vengeance. No one is going to think you saved the party if you come in with an arm full of c-grade meat tubes. 

Re: Worst of PVCC 
by Stevesteve » 26 Sep 2014, 05116 Best of PVC 

and every 4th of july, from that day forward, a man would follow megaman everywhere he went, playing sad saxophone music while dressed like this: 
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6 wittyUsername wrote: 
What makes a man strive for trolling? 

‘Mostly my knee-jerk hatred for religious people. My reaction to being forced into a private Christian school that was full of bullshit. 

Iremember once the school went bankrupt because they tried to build another building without any financial planning, they just said “God will provide 

When the building failed, instead of answering reality’s wake-up call, the school called an emergency assembly and promptly blamed “Hidden sin” in the student. Apparently, GodJesus was withholding money from them because students were Rocstion aia 
having satanic orgies and lustful dancing. All the students in that school were too scared to actually have sex, because our sex ed class consisted of one day of crude, inaccurate drawings of reproductive organs and three weeks about STDs. Favorite Porn: 
‘They intended to hold us in the assembly until someone confessed the “hidden sin’. Bm 

It was, at that moment, that | stopped being a child, and became a troll. 

In that moment, L realized how fucked.up retigion was, At the tender age of 11, Lhad a sudden revelation that these people were using religion to manipulate us, and worse, our parents. They hid behind God/Jesus and refused to face reality; 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dy Deano » 25 Sep 2014, 05:31 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dby TIpBT » 26 Sep 2014, 08:14 

66 LeiLei wrote: 

66 troco wrote: 
PHEW | made it all the way to the bottom without seeing one of my garbage posts. 
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